Tennis Match Results
North Carolina vs Clemson
Feb 26, 2021 at Clemson, S.C.
(The Duckworth Family Tennis Facility)

#1 North Carolina 4, Clemson 0

**Singles competition**
1. #40 Benjamin Sigouin (NC’) def. Yizhou Liu (MCU21) 6-2, 6-2
2. #55 Rinky Hijikata (NC’) def. Teodor Giusca (MCU21) 1-6, 6-2, 6-2
3. Brian Cernoch (NC’) def. Ryuhei Azuma (MCU21) 6-3, 6-3
4. Carlos Kelaidis (MCU21) vs. #100 Josh Peck (NC’) 7-6 (7-3), 1-5, unfinished
5. Spencer Whitaker (MCU21) vs. Logan Zapp (NC’) 6-3, 6-7 (0-7), 1-2, unfinished
6. Jorge Plans Gonzalez (MCU21) vs. Anuj Watane (NC’) 6-2, 5-6, unfinished

**Doubles competition**
1. #6 William Blumberg/Brian Cernoch (NC’) def. Teodor Giusca/Yizhou Liu (MCU21) 6-3
2. Spencer Whitaker/Ryuhei Azuma (MCU21) vs. Rinky Hijikata/Benjamin Sigouin (NC’) 6-6 (1-2), unfinished
3. Adam Neff/Mac Kiger (NC’) def. Carlos Kelaidis/Andrew Puscas (MCU21) 7-5

Match Notes:
North Carolina 7-0 (1-0 ACC); National ranking #1
Clemson 5-5 (1-2 ACC)
Order of finish: Doubles (); Singles (3,1,2)